S01 PARKING INSTRUCTIONS

Bypass the gatehouse and proceed on Columbia Road to the top level of the S01 parking lot. Note the Park & Pay Kiosk near the middle entry.

FIRST, circle the top lot to see if there is a parking spot on that level.

IF PARKING ON THE TOP LEVEL IS AVAILABLE:

   STEP 1: Use the PaybyPhone app on your mobile device OR walk over to the PaybyPhone kiosk machine to purchase your parking there. Use LOCATION 123210

   STEP 2: (Research Subjects Only) Make note of the amount you paid for parking – you will be reimbursed at your session.

IF PARKING ON THE TOP LEVEL IS NOT AVAILABLE:

   STEP 1: Stop at the PaybyPhone kiosk and purchase parking at the kiosk. LOCATION 123210

   STEP 2: Print out the receipt and write “CHDD” at the top.

   STEP 3: Enter the garage and park on the middle level only, towards the end opposite the gatehouse.

   STEP 4: Place the receipt with the “CHDD” note face-up on the dash. (We also have CHDD signs at the front desk you can use if necessary.)

   STEP 5: (Research Subjects Only) Make note of the amount you paid for parking – you will be reimbursed at your session.

If you receive a citation, let us know and we’ll resolve it for you.